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1 Introduction

Over the last years more and more memory is installed on hardware add-on cards.
Unfortunately this additional memory is only usable for specific operations, in
case of a graphic card it is only available to display graphics. But most of this
memory is unused in day to day use – except you are a hard core gamer or you
work a lot with 3D models. A word processor, web browser, e-mail or a video pro-
cessing program does not need such a large amount of graphic memory, but it may
benefit if there would be more main memory. Unfortunately the memory access
patterns of todays graphic hardware (further referenced asrasterization hardware
for the graphic algorithm used) does not allow to minimize the amount of dedi-
cated graphic memory on the add-on card, as the amount of available bandwidth
between the main memory and every memory consumer (CPU, graphic card, . . . )
is not large enough and would therefore lead to reduced performance and a de-
graded user experience.

Rasterization hardware (e. g. NVidia® GeForce™ or ATI® Radeon™ chips) basi-
cally receives a stream of triangles which first is processed, thenmaybedisplayed
and then discarded. For every frame the 3D engine of the software has to send ev-
ery triangle whichmay be visibleto the graphic card again. If a 3D scene contains
dynamic (not pre-rendered) reflections or dynamic shadows, all the triangles need
to be transmitted and processed for every reflection/light source. It is not known
before the end of the stream of triangles if a triangle is visible or not, it may be
covered by a triangle which is located at the end of the stream.

Research by Schmittler et al.[6] in real-time ray tracing hardware showed sig-
nificant savings in off-chip memory bandwidth requirements because of on-chip
caching with performance comparable to current rasterization hardware. How-
ever this approach still needs a large amount of dedicated RAM on the add-on
card near the ray tracing chip for the scene database. This is mainly because of
the unpredictable access to the scene data by secondary rays for reflections, trans-
parencies and shadows. A ray tracing algorithm determines the triangles it needs
on its own, and just processes those it actuallyneedsto process. Triangles which
are covered by other triangles and therefore are not visible (e. g. objects behind a
non transparent wall) do not need to be transfered to the ray tracing chip.

Limiting the amount of available memory resources for the scene data would im-
pose severe limits on the size of scenes that could be rendered – specially with
recent techniques like interactive lighting simulation [7, 8] – on a given hard-
ware.

In the following sections I address the issue of limited on-board memory on a real-
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time ray tracing add-on card using a caching scheme that uses this memory for
caching scene data that is stored in the main memory of the computer. This allows
for rendering scenes in real-time that are many times larger than the available on-
board memory resources. Although this work explains the technique used based
upon its use with a real-time ray tracing chip, it can generally be used on add-
on cards with a similar memory access pattern. Parameters which allow to tune
the virtual memory architecture to specific memory access pattern variations are
explained where appropriate.

Because of multi-threading and the use of coherent ray tracing the caching scheme
causes almost no overhead or slowdown (see section 6), although a cache miss is
very expensive as it has to transfer the required data from the main memory over a
slow system bus. Additionally this approach reduces the bandwidth requirements
across this bus such that even a standard PCI bus is sufficient for all of the test
scenes.

This scheme is completely transparent to the application and even to the core ray
tracing hardware. It extends the memory controller of the ray tracing chip, where
it simulates a large virtual memory for the ray tracing core. The caching scheme
uniformly includes all types of scene data such as geometry, shader programs,
shader parameters, textures and so on.

Section 2 explains the feature set of such a solution – further referenced as a
Virtual Memory Architecture(VMA) – for a real-time ray tracing chip. Section 3
describes how virtual memory is used in an operating system and how a solution
in hardware has to look like. Section 4 explains the architecture of the VMA.
In section 5 the simulation environment to analyze the VMA is explained. The
results are presented in section 6. Section 7 discusses some security issues of the
VMA and section 8 draws the final conclusion. Section 9 finishes the thesis with
some ideas for future work.
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2 The SaarCOR hardware architecture

The SaarCOR hardware architecture (see Fig. 1) is a custom ray tracing chip con-
nected to several standard SDRAM chips, a frame-buffer and a bridge to the sys-
tem bus. The system bus bridge is used to transfer the complete scene data from
the host memory to the SDRAM chips. The image is rendered into a dedicated
frame-buffer and is displayed via a VGA port.

The ray tracing implementation is based upon the SaarCOR architecture as pre-
sented in [6]. For this thesis the architecture was extended to also include support
for a fixed function shading unit and a common unified memory interface for all
components of the chip as described in [9].

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the chip has several rendering pipelines (RTP-x) which
are divided into four functional units. Those units operate on different data types
with different data sizes. Accesses to each of those data types are cached in
separate first-level caches (RGS-Cache, Trav-Cache, List-Cache and Int-Cache).
Those caches are connected to the Bus-Man circuit, which manages memory ac-
cesses to the SDRAM chips (e. g. from the PCI/AGP-bus to the SDRAM or from
one of the data type caches to the SDRAM). If the dataset for a scene exceeds the
fixed size of the SDRAM, the scene can not be rendered.

This is just a short overview of SaarCOR, since it is treated as a black-box in this
thesis. This black-box accesses memory of different kinds of datatypes, has a spe-
cific memory access pattern and a fixed interface for memory access transactions.

The goal of this thesis is to develop aVirtual Memory Architecture(VMA) which
allows a specialized processor (like the SaarCOR black-box) on an add-on card
(e. g. a graphic-card) to access a dataset which is larger than the available fixed
size of dedicated on-board memory. The solution has to betransparentto the
specialized processor and to todays computer designs. This means that the spe-
cialized processor does not need to know the amount of on-board memory and
how it is managed, and the VMA does not need to have special support build-in
into the computer architecture (CPU, RAM, system bus). Additionally the VMA
has to be “fast enough” to not slow down the computation “too much”. To be able
to evaluate the speed, “fast enough” is defined asto satisfy 80% of the memory
accesses per computation out of the dedicated on-board memory.

Since the VMA is developed with a black-box as the source of memory requests,
the VMA will be designed to be modular enough to allow to tune it to any desired
memory access pattern or specialized processor.

As the Bus-Man circuit already manages all memory accesses in SaarCOR, it is
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predestined to be extended with the virtual memory architecture presented in this
thesis.
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Figure 1: The SaarCOR hardware architecture consists of three components: The
ray-generation controller (RGC), multiple ray tracing pipelines (RTP) and the
memory interface. Each RTP consists of a ray-generation and shading unit (RGS)
and the ray tracing core (RTC). The routing scheme displayed consists of point-
to-point connections and buses, whose width is also shown separated onto data-,
address- and control-bits.

The problem of providing transparent access to a large amount of non-dedicated
memory has a known solution in the operating system research. The following
section gives a short overview about this solution and explains why this solution
does not solve the problem for a real-time ray tracing chip.
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3 Virtual Memory Management

As the limited size of the available RAM is a well known problem for every pro-
gram with a huge dataset, modern operating systems contain functions which al-
low programs to use more RAM than physically available in the system. This
feature is fully transparent for the programmer of an application and is calledVir-
tual Memory Management– or shortVMM. The VMM in an operating system
works as described in the following section.

3.1 Principle of VMM in an operating system

In an Operating System(OS) with VMM the address space of a program is –
depending on the size the program wants to use – divided into several blocks
which are called ‘pages’. To the program it looks like the entire address space is
only one continuous large block and it operates in this address space (displayed
as little white headed arrows in the left half of figure 2). This address space is
a virtual address space, as the OS is free to map those pages into the physical
RAM as it fits best. The virtual pages of a program are typically spread all over
the physical pages completely unordered (right half of figure 2). They also may
reside on second level storage like hard disks or solid state disks when the OS
determines the program doesn’t need a particular page at the moment, the program
needs more address space as is available as physical RAM, or the OS needs more
physical memory for another program at the moment (omitted in the figure for
simplicity).

Figure 2: VMM in an OS

Because a CPU does not operate in the virtual address space of a program but
in the physical address space of the RAM, every time a memory access of the
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program is made the address has to be translated from a virtual address to a phys-
ical address. To do this fast, CPU’s have a special operation unit (theMemory
Management Unit, abbreviated asMMU) for this translation.

Hardware ad-on cards can not use this kind of VMM, as a card would have to
know about the layout of the necessary VMM data structures, which are different
from OS to OS and may be subject toIntellectual Property (IP)clauses. Therefore
VMM for hardware needs to operate as described in the following subsection.

3.2 Principle of VMM for add-on cards

A piece of hardware, e. g. a graphic card, has only access to the physical address
space of the computer (labeled asPC-RAMin figure 3 and the rest of this thesis)
and to it’s own memory (labeled asCard-RAMin figure 3), but not to the virtual
address space of a program. So the entire data has to reside completely in the
PC-RAM and has not to change its physical location while any operational unit
(e. g. a functional unit on the graphic card) may still have references to it.

Figure 3: VMM in hardware

This implies that the VMM of the OS has to be disabled for the pages the data
resides in. This is called ‘hardwiring’ of the pages and needs special privileges in
every security aware OS as it may allow aDenial of Service (DoS)attack if every
user is allowed to hardwire pages. In section 7 the security issue is discussed in
more detail.

As memory accesses have to be transparent (see section 2) to a functional unit
references within the data itself have to use the PC-RAM address space (displayed
as little white headed arrows in the left half of figure 3).
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When a chip on the add-on card (in our case the SaarCOR chip) wants to access
data, the VMA part of the chip fetches the data into the Card-RAM. As the Card-
RAM may be smaller than the entire needed data, the position of the data fetched
is not hardwired but is calculated at run time depending on its location in the PC-
RAM and the data which already resides in the Card-RAM. Because of this and
the fact, that SaarCOR operates in the address space of the PC-RAM we do not
need and can not use a traditional MMU design.

A detailed description of the virtual memory architecture follows in the next sec-
tion.
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4 The Virtual Memory Architecture

The Virtual Memory Architecture (VMA) for add-on cards is a special kind of a
n-way set-associative cache with aLeast Recently Used(LRU) cache replacement
policy combined with an address translation unit. A cache is a small but very fast
memory, much faster than the main memory. It buffers data from main memory
accesses which is likely to be needed again. If data needs to be fetched from the
main memory, it will be looked up in the cache first. If it is available from the
cache, the cache will deliver the data (this is called acache hit) very fast and thus
reduces memory access times. If it is not available from the cache (this is called
a cache miss), it will be fetched from the main memory into the cache. Since the
limited size of the cache, data already stored in the cache might be overwritten
when serving a cache miss.

If data is looked up in an-way set-associative cache (like in a Intel® Pentium® 4
(codename Prescott) which uses a 8-way set-associative cache), parts of the mem-
ory address (the lower significant bits) are used as an index into a set ofn cache
lines. A cache line is the smallest amount of memory which can be transfered
into a cache. The other parts of the memory address (the higher significant bits)
which are stored in the cache are then used to determine in which way of the cache
the data may be buffered in. A cache with a LRU cache line replacement policy
also keeps track of the access history of the cache lines in its cache management
datastructure and replaces the least recently used cache line in case of a cache
miss.

One of the interesting attributes of an-way set-associative cache is the collision
rate. If n+ 1 distinct memory addresses map to the same set of cache lines, and
each of thosen+ 1 are accessed, one cache line has to be replaced in the cache.
Such an cache line replacement is called acache collision. A high amount of
cache collisions relative to the amount of memory accesses in total results in a
low hit-rate (and a high miss-rate) of the cache. At the same time, a high amount
of cache collisions results in a low amount of cache utilization (a lot of cache lines
are unused), since a lot of addresses map to the same cache lines instead of being
distributed over several cache lines.

As a cache is only efficient if a high hit-rate is achieved, lowering the amount of
cache collisions may result in a more efficient cache. To prevent a bad hit-rate
because of data layout constraints a hash-function is used to hash the memory
address of the data to a cache line. This allows to tune the caching scheme of the
VMA for a particular purpose.

Since address hashing maps several memory addresses to the same hash value
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(the mapping is not bijective), a hashed address can not be used to determine
the way the cache line is buffered in. Therefore the address translation unit has to
keep track of a particular tuple consisting of hash-value, data address and memory
request, until this specific memory request is satisfied. The data address of the
request is then used to determine the way in which the cache line is buffered in.
This implies that the entire data address has to be stored in the cache management
datastructure for every cache line instead of only a part of the data address as
mentioned above in the general description of an-way set-associative cache.

Further the cache management datastructure contains ahold-bit for each cache
line. This bit can be used to keep the associated data in the cache, even when the
cache line replacement policy would replace it. This is useful for application side
performance optimizations, as an application may know more about the future use
of specific data in the next frames.

Table 1 summarizes the contents of the cache management data per cache line as
described above and lists the sizes of the corresponding datatypes. It also contains
a formula to compute the total size of the cache management data for all cache
lines for a given size of the Card-RAM.

The SaarCOR architecture already contains some small datatype specific caches,
but they are designed to optimize the in-frame performance. Tests by J. Schmit-
tler revealed no significant content from previous frames in those caches while
rendering the current frame. Since the VMA uses a much larger cache size, a lot
of the data of previous frames remains in the cache while rendering the current
frame. Thus the hold-bit can be used in this case to improve the user experience.

This shows the main difference between these small standard caches and the VMA
caching system; while the small caches improve the in-frame performance, the
VMA system is used to improve the performance in a series of frames, even when
used with a slow system bus.

Assuming a 32 bit memory address range, a 4-way cache and an cache line size
of 128 byte, a byte aligned cache management datastructure for the VMA (see
table 1) for 16 MB on-board memory would need 640 KB – that is 3.9% of 16
MB – of on-chip memory (SRAM). Such a large amount of on-chip memory is
expensive to produce, therefore the one-stage cache lookup algorithm has to be
changed to a two-stage algorithm for such parameter combinations.

For the two-stage algorithm the Card-RAM is divided into two parts. One part
serves as a special kind of an-way cache (first stage) as before and the other part
contains the cache management data. On the chip itself only a small amount of
SRAM (calledOCcache) is used to cache the cache management data of the first
stage in a normaln-way set-associative cache (second stage).
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Figure 4 contains the flow chart of the VMA algorithm. The left side shows the
one-stage algorithm, the right side the two-stage algorithm. Important differences
between both algorithms are highlighted. Bookkeeping and glue logic is omitted
for simplicity. An example for bookkeeping logic is tracking memory transfers
from the PC-RAM to the Card-RAM – or from the Card-RAM to the OCcache in
the two-stage case – to not request the same data when it is already fetching it. An
example for glue logic is the detection of busy units – like the PCI interface – or
the handling of a full FIFO buffer.

When the SaarCOR ray tracer requests a region of memory, a hash value of the
memory address of the start of the memory region is computed. This hash value,
the memory address of the start of the memory region and the size of the memory
region are then added into the Input-FIFO-buffer (first in, first out buffer). Parallel
to the Input-FIFO is the Loopback-Buffer. The Loopback-Buffer has the same
data layout as the Input-FIFO and may contain some unfinished memory requests.
Both buffers are the source of the next step in the algorithm, but requests in the
Loopback-Buffer will be prioritized over requests in the Input-FIFO depending on
some bookkeeping logic. The source of the requests in the Loopback-Buffer and
the bookkeeping logic involved are explained later.

In the two-stage case the hash value is now used in the next step of the algorithm
to determine if corresponding cache lines are in the OCcache. If they are not in
the OCcache, a memory fetch operation of the corresponding cache management
data is initiated and the memory request is inserted into the Loopback-Buffer.

If the corresponding cache lines are in the OCcache, or if the one-stage algorithm
is used, the algorithm determines if the requested memory region is already in the
Card-RAM. If it is not available from the Card-RAM, a PCI request is initiated to
fetch the memory region from the PC-RAM to the Card-RAM and the memory
request is inserted into the Loopback-Buffer. If the memory region is available
from the Card-RAM, it fill be feed to the SaarCOR ray tracer which completes the
memory request.

When a memory transfer from the PC-RAM to the Card-RAM – or from the Card-
RAM to the OCcache in the two-stage case – is finished, the bookkeeping logic
will prioritize the requests for the corresponding memory region in the Loopback-
Buffer.

The following section discusses the simulation environment which was used to
figure out the best values for the parameters of the VMA described above.
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Datatype Size

real address sizeo f(pointer)
LRU history log2(number_o f_ways)
valid 1 bit
hold 1 bit

total size sizeo f(cache_management_data)∗sizeo f(CardRAM)
cache_line_size

Table 1: Contents of the cache management datastructure per cache line with
corresponding data sizes and the total size of the cache management data for all
cache lines for a given size of the Card-RAM. Differences to a normaln-way
set-associative cache are highlighted in the left part of the table.
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5 Simulation Environment

To evaluate and analyze the performance of the VMA, a simulator of the Saar-
COR hardware architecture calledC3b was used. The simulator is based upon
the simulatorC3 used in [6], but is extended by J. Schmittler for the tests of the
VMA with a model of a fixed function shading, an unified memory interface and
the system bus (standard PCI bus). The VMA part of the simulator was developed
as a part of this thesis. This simulator operates on the register transfer level and
allows to observe various parameters and statistics of the SaarCOR chip with a
clock-cycle accurate resolution.

Since such a simulation is very time consuming, an initial estimate was performed
with a separate VMA-only simulator calledVMAstat, which was also developed as
part of this thesis. The purpose of VMAstat is to analyze the effects of the param-
eters of the VMA regarding bandwidth usage of the system bus, cache hit ratio,
cache utilization and cache collision rate. This simulator uses the memory access
logs of a serialized ray tracer and delivers an accurate simulation when compared
to a single-threaded SaarCOR chip. Compared to the multi-threaded SaarCOR
chip, where the order of the memory accesses differ, the results of VMAstat still
give a very good estimate as can be seen in section 6.

The promising estimates where then verified with the register transfer level simu-
lator for the hot-spots in a scene (i. e. the frames of a scene which showed worst-
case behavior for a particular measurement, e. g. for the bandwidth or the collision
rate). So most of the simulation results presented later refer to worst-case situa-
tions, much better performance can be achieved for other parts of a walk-through
of a scene.

To verify the hot-spot framen, the simulator was first run on framen−1 to fill
the cache and then it was run on framen to measure the performance. Since an
empty cache results in a lot of memory accesses over the system bus, the simulator
needs a very long time to simulate framen−1. To reduce this simulation time,
a cache-prefill program was written, which uses the memory access traces of the
serialized ray tracer to provide an initial cache allocation. So the initial algorithm
to verify the estimates was:

1. cache-prefill with framen−2

2. simulation of framen−1

3. simulation and data gathering of statistics of the hot-spot framen

Due to the high cache-hit ratio this lowered the run time of the verification run.
The fact that this verification algorithm does not take the cache contents ofall
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the previous frames into account does not matter here, as the results may only be
better. A test by using the cache-prefill tool showed a negligible impact.

Some tests showed, that just using a cache-prefill and one simulation run is enough.
There is no significant difference in the results to the above mentioned algorithm.
At the same time it provides a significant speed up of the run time of the verifica-
tion run. So the algorithm used to verify a hot-spot frame is:

1. cache-prefill with framen−1

2. simulation and data gathering of statistics of the hot-spot framen

The estimation and simulation run where performed on a set of scenes which
represent various application scenarios. These scenes are mostly similar to the
ones used in [6]. Section 6 only presents results for two of those scenes in detail,
as they represent the two important sides of the benchmarked spectrum.

To represent the low-content side of the spectrum, a modified level of the game
Quake 3[11] (in the results referred to aspQuake3) was used. The modification
consists of some player models and a car. This scene is used to evaluate the
average performance for a typical computer game.

The worst-case side of the spectrum is represented by theCruiser. The textures of
this model areverylarge to provide a worst-case scenario. This is not something a
good designer would do with a model which is used for productive work, but here
it is used to explore the limits of the VMA.

The two scenes which are not presented in detail in the presentation of the results
areConferenceandSodahall. The Conference scene is a conference room with
a table, some chairs and blackboards. The Sodahall scene is a 7 stories office
building with a lot of rooms filled with tables, chairs and bookshelves.

Table 2 lists the scenes with the corresponding number of triangles, lights and the
size of the geometry and textures on the hard-disk as used for benchmarking the
VMA. Figure 5 provides example pictures of the scenes.

The following section discusses the results.
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Figure 5: An overview the benchmark scenes: pQuake3, Cruiser, Conference and
Sodahall (from left to right and top to bottom).
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No. of No. of Size on hard-disk
Scene triangles lights Geometry Textures

pQuake3-nlnt 46,356 0 16 MB —
Conference-nl 282,000 0 88 MB —
Sodahall 1,510,322 0 429 MB —
pQuake3-nt 46,356 1 16 MB —
Conference 282,000 2 88 MB —
Conference-8l 282,000 8 88 MB —
pQuake3-nl 46,356 0 16 MB 28 MB
pQuake3 46,356 1 16 MB 28 MB
Cruiser 3,637,101 1 540 MB 340 MB

Table 2: The scenes and their parameters as used for benchmarking (suffixnl:
without lighting, suffixnt: without textures, suffix8l: eight lights).
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6 Results

This section first describes the invariant architectural parameters of the simulation
environment. The VMA has to prove its usefulness with these parameters. This
is followed by an estimation of the performance which includes the tuning of the
non-invariant architectural parameters. At the end the estimates are verified with
the simulation results.

6.1 Fixed Architectural Parameters

To be able to determine the speed impact of the VMA by comparing it to a Saar-
COR design, where the whole scene has to reside in the Card-RAM, the archi-
tectural parameters of the simulated SaarCOR-chip are the same as in [6]: four
render pipelines with a core frequency of 533 MHz and a 128-bit wide SDRAM
memory running at 133 MHz, delivering a theoretical bandwidth of 2 GB/s. The
L1-caches are 4-way set-associative and their size is 336 KB split into 64 KB for
shading, 64 KB for kd-tree nodes, 64 KB for triangle addresses and 144 KB for
triangle data. Since the Cruiser scene needs a larger triangle-data-cache in order
to avoid a drastic performance drop [6], a 576 KB triangle-data-cache was used
for the Cruiser scene. Sixteen threads have been used per RTP. For the simulated
standard 32 bit, 33 MHz PCI-bus a latency of roughly 550 core clock cycles for
loading a 128 byte cache line from PC-RAM is simulated.

The virtual memory management is built into the bus managing circuit of Saar-
COR (see Fig. 1 on page 7:Bus-Man).

With these invariant parameters defined, the non-invariant parameters like the hash
function, number of ways and the cache line size can be determined.

6.2 Estimates

An initial measurement was obtained by a VMA without a hash function with
the Cruiser and the pQuake3 scene. Since the Cruiser is a worst-case scene for
the SaarCOR ray tracer and because every other scene shows similar but better
behavior, estimates are only presented for the Cruiser. Every other scene men-
tioned in section 5 was used randomly to verify the measurements. The results of
the simulations in section 6.3 where obtained with worst-case frames forall test
scenes.
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An overview of the camera movement used to simulate a walk through the scenes
can be seen in figure 6 and 7. They show some keyframes of the walk-through in
the pQuake3 and Cruiser scene each. A video of the entire walk-through for both
scenes can be downloaded from the SaarCOR homepage [12].

The first estimate of the Cruiser scene was measured with a pass-through hash
function of memory address modulo number of cache lines per way (h(x) =
x mod cache_lines_per_way). This estimate revealed a large amount of intra-
frame cache collisions. Figure 8 shows the per frame cache collisions for a setup
with 64 MB Card-RAM, a cache line size of 1024 byte and four cache ways. It
has an average of ca. 200 thousand cache collisions and nearly 1.1 million cache
collisions for the worst-case frame. This resulted in the usage of 200 MB of av-
erage bandwidth per frame over the PCI-bus, with a peak bandwidth of 1.1 GB
for some worst-case frames. For a frame rate of 25 frames per second this would
result in roughly 4.8 GB of bandwidth needed per second. This is much higher
than a standard PCI-bus can deliver, which makes this hash function impractical
to use.

The reason for this large amount of cache collisions is the memory layout and
alignment of the various data structures used in SaarCOR. To solve the problem,
a real hash function is required. Tests with a typical hash function like

h(x) = (x∗ f actor) mod cache_lines_per_way

showed no significant improvement.

The reason for this behavior is the size of the datastructures used in the func-
tional units of SaarCOR. The result in a similar alignment and therefore to a lot of
overlapping in the lower significant bits of the address.

To let the upper significant bits have more influence on the hash value, some tests
where performed with the following hash function.

h(x) =
(

x+
x

cache_lines_per_way

)
mod cache_lines_per_way

This resulted in less but still too much cache collisions.

To determine which of the upper significant bits are more valuable to the hash
value, the following family of hash functions was tested.

hy(x) =
(

x+
x

cache_lines_per_way
+

x
y

)
mod cache_lines_per_way

Since a division in hardware is more expensive for non power of two values and
sincex/cache_lines_per_way can be implemented as a right shift for power of
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Figure 6: The walk-through of the pQuake3 scene.
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Figure 7: The walk-through of the Cruiser scene.
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Figure 8: The intra-frame cache collision rate of the walk-through of the Cruiser.
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two cache line sizes (assuming a power of two memory size), the tests where
limited to power of two values fory, as this allows to use the fast to calculate hash
function

hi(x) =
(

x+
x

cache_lines_per_way
+x� i

)
mod cache_lines_per_way

Most values fori showed much less cache collisions, but values between 3 and 7
where the best. Since on average there is no significant difference between any
value fori ∈ [3,7] , 5 was chosen fori in further measurements. Figure 19 shows
the per frame cache collisions of the Cruiser scene for a setup with 64 MB Card-
RAM, a cache line size of 1024 byte, four cache ways and the above mentioned
hash function. The figure has an increased number of frames compared to the
figure with the pass-through hash function. This is because of more interpolated
frames between the keyframes. It just increases the granularity of the measure-
ment, but does not influence the results. The measurement shows an average of
ca. 1.5 thousand cache collisions and nearly 12 thousand cache collisions for the
worst-case frame. This resulted in the usage of 5 MB of average bandwidth per
frame – with a peak bandwidth of 31 MB for some worst-case frames – over the
PCI-bus. For a frame rate of 25 frames per second this would result in roughly
125 MB of bandwidth needed per second. This is1

40th of the bandwidth with the
pass-through hash function.

With this much better behavior of the VMA it was now possible to find good
parameters for the specialn-way set-associative cache.

As can be seen in table 3 and in table 4 the average number of cache collisions per
frame decrease when the number of ways are increased while keeping the cache
line size constant. Increasing the cache line size while keeping the number of
ways constant does not always lead to an reduced amount of cache collisions per
frame on average.

Table 5 and table 6 show the effect of the cache line size on the average amount of
data transfered per frame from the PC-RAM to the Card-RAM. The tests where
performed with power of two values starting with 128 bytes and ending with 8
KB. 128 bytes was chosen as the lower bound to be able to transfer several units
of the datatypes used in SaarCOR, and the upper bound of 8 KB was chosen after
looking at the measurements and noticing the bad performance relative to the other
values tested. Most of the time an increased cache line size results in an increased
amount of transfered memory per frame on average. This depends on the layout
of the scene data and how the cache collisions are distributed in the scene.

Based upon this estimation, a 4-way cache seems to be a good cost/performance
trade-off for the use with the SaarCOR chip, since a 4-way cache is more simple
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Avg. no. of
Cache line No. of collisions
size (byte) ways per frame

128 2 6,335
128 4 501
128 8 82
256 2 2,263
256 4 377
256 8 55
512 2 1,587
512 4 324
512 8 64

1,024 2 1,200
1,024 4 316
1,024 8 81
2,048 2 954
2,048 4 324
2,048 8 123
4,096 2 793
4,096 4 342
4,096 8 181
8,192 2 638
8,192 4 331
8,192 8 215

Table 3: Number of cache collisions in the Cruiser scene depending on the number
of ways and the cache line size.

to build and needs less cache management data as a 8-way cache. Additionally
increasing the number of ways for a given cache line size does not decrease the
transfered amount of data from the PC-RAM to the Card-RAM much, so a more
complex (and therefore more expensive) 8-way cache is not as effective as the
increase in the number of ways may suggest. This is because the hash function
already increases the cache hit-rate effectively by decreasing the number of cache
collisions.

A larger cache line size decreases the number of lines for a given Card-RAM size.
This results in a less useful utilization of the cache, but depending on the bus
technology used between the PC-RAM and the Card-RAM it may be beneficial to
use a larger cache line size.
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Avg. no. of
Cache line No. of collisions
size (byte) ways per frame

128 2 59,951
128 4 22,016
128 8 20,088
256 2 6,634
256 4 2,488
256 8 601
512 2 8,066
512 4 2,875
512 8 560

1,024 2 7,100
1,024 4 1,700
1,024 8 527
2,048 2 3,387
2,048 4 2,570
2,048 8 1,948
4,096 2 12,486
4,096 4 8,846
4,096 8 6,776
8,192 2 6,089
8,192 4 6,371
8,192 8 4,600

Table 4: Number of cache collisions in the pQuake3 scene depending on the num-
ber of ways and the cache line size.

The cache line size of the VMA does not need to represent the amount of memory
which is transfered in one transaction over the system bus, it only affects the VMA
behavior – like the average amount of memory which needs to be transfered over
the system bus – and serves as an upper bound of the transfer size per transaction
over the system bus. Depending on the bus technology used and the size of a
cache line, several transactions may be needed to transfer a memory region from
the PC-RAM into the Card-RAM.

The graphs in the figures 9, 10 and 11 show the per frame bandwidth in the
Cruiser scene for a 4-way cache with 128, 1,024 and 4,096 bytes per cache line.
4,096 bytes was chosen, because typically an OS uses this as the page size in the
VMM. 128 bytes was chosen because it allows a close grained access. 1,024 bytes
was finally chosen because it showed promising results in the previous tests.
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Avg. data
No. of Cache line transfer (KB)
ways size (byte) per frame

2 128 2,071
2 256 1,507
2 512 2,001
2 1,024 2,849
2 2,048 4,284
2 4,096 6,690
2 8,192 10,207
4 128 496
4 256 639
4 512 908
4 1,024 1,454
4 2,048 2,533
4 4,096 4,613
4 8,192 7,870
8 128 329
8 256 377
8 512 517
8 1,024 816
8 2,048 1,601
8 4,096 3,401
8 8,192 6,533

Table 5: Average amount of data transfered in the Cruiser scene from PC-RAM
to Card-RAM depending on the number of ways and the cache line size.

“New Total RAM” in the graphs denotes the amount of memory which was not
available in the cache and had to be loaded from PC-RAM. The term “Total” is
used here, since the measurements also showed the amount for each datatype used
in SaarCOR. Because those split up graphs revealed no interesting information,
they do not get presented here.

The average amount of transfered memory from the PC-RAM to the Card-RAM
does not differ much between a 128 byte cache line size and a 1,024 byte cache
line size, but a cache line size of 4,096 bytes results in a much larger bandwidth
(roughly 11 times the bandwidth).

Another interesting value is the size of the working-set of a scene. The working-
set is a subset of the entire 3D scene which contains all the necessary data with
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Avg. data
No. of Cache line transfer (KB)
ways size (byte) per frame

2 128 15,297
2 256 4,699
2 512 8,380
2 1,024 12,986
2 2,048 12,202
2 4,096 61,781
2 8,192 57,858
4 128 7,567
4 256 3,024
4 512 5,022
4 1,024 5,709
4 2,048 12,535
4 4,096 49,578
4 8,192 65,851
8 128 9,794
8 256 1,692
8 512 2,163
8 1,024 2,973
8 2,048 10,755
8 4,096 42,729
8 8,192 52,919

Table 6: Average amount of data transfered in the pQuake3 scene from PC-RAM
to Card-RAM depending on the number of ways and the cache line size.

respect to the cache line size to compute the actual image. An increased cache line
size increases the size of the working-set, because a lot of data which is not needed
to compute the actual image may be contained in the cache line. The larger the
cache line size, the larger the possibility it contains data which is not necessary in
this frame.

Figures 12, 13 and 14 show the per frame working-set in the Cruiser scene for a
4-way cache with 128, 1,024 and 4,096 bytes per cache line. Compared to the
increase in the amount of cache line size (8 times the size), the increase of the
working-set size between a 128 byte cache line size and a 1,024 byte cache line
size is small (ca. 2 times the size). A 4,096 byte cache line size exceeds the
amount of Card-RAM in a lot of frames, which suggests a bad cache hit ratio and
therefore a bad performance.
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Figure 9: Per frame bandwidth in the Cruiser scene with 64 MB RAM, a 4-way
cache and 128 bytes per cache line. “New Total RAM” denotes the amount of
newly transfered memory from PC-RAM to the Card-RAM for the current frame.

As can be seen in figure 17, the cache hit ratio in the 4,096 byte cache line size
case is really bad. Only in few cases it exceeds 50% and in a lot of cases it is below
10%. A cache line size of 128 byte (see figure 15) or 1,024 byte (see figure 16)
show much better results. For most frames the cache hit ratio is 80% or better,
only for worst-case frames the hit ratio may drop to 15% in the 128 byte case or
55% in the 1,024 byte case.

Figures 18, 19 and 20 show the number of in-frame cache collisions in the Cruiser
scene for a 4-way cache with 128, 1,024 and 4,096 bytes per cache line. Even if a
128 byte cache line size does not looked bad so far, the number of cache collisions
is very high for worst-case frames, even higher as the number of cache collisions
with a cache line size of 4,096 bytes. The number of in-frame cache collisions
with a cache line size of 1,024 bytes is most of the time very low.

Since the actual bus transfer per transaction from the PC-RAM to the Card-RAM
can be any size upto the cache line size used, because of the small amount of
needed cache management data and because of the good results above, a cache
line size of 1,024 bytes was chosen to allow a flexible utilization of the underlying
bus technology and to reduce the amount of needed on-chip SRAM.
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Figure 10: Per frame bandwidth in the Cruiser scene with 64 MB RAM, a 4-way
cache and 1,024 bytes per cache line. “New Total RAM” denotes the amount of
newly transfered memory from PC-RAM to the Card-RAM for the current frame.
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Figure 11: Per frame bandwidth in the Cruiser scene with 64 MB RAM, a 4-way
cache and 4,096 bytes per cache line. “New Total RAM” denotes the amount of
newly transfered memory from PC-RAM to the Card-RAM for the current frame.
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Figure 12: Per frame working-set in the Cruiser scene with 64 MB RAM, a 4-way
cache and 128 bytes per cache line.
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Figure 13: Per frame working-set in the Cruiser scene with 64 MB RAM, a 4-way
cache and 1,024 bytes per cache line.
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Figure 14: Per frame working-set in the Cruiser scene with 64 MB RAM, a 4-way
cache and 4,096 bytes per cache line.
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Figure 15: Per frame cache hit-rate in the Cruiser scene with 64 MB RAM, a
4-way cache and 128 bytes per cache line.
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Figure 16: Per frame cache hit-rate in the Cruiser scene with 64 MB RAM, a
4-way cache and 1,024 bytes per cache line.
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Figure 17: Per frame cache hit-rate in the Cruiser scene with 64 MB RAM, a
4-way cache and 4,096 bytes per cache line.
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Figure 18: Per frame cache collisions in the Cruiser scene with 64 MB RAM, a
4-way cache and 128 bytes per cache line.
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Figure 19: Per frame cache collisions in the Cruiser scene with 64 MB RAM, a
4-way cache and 1,024 bytes per cache line.
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Figure 20: Per frame cache collisions in the Cruiser scene with 64 MB RAM, a
4-way cache and 4,096 bytes per cache line.
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6.3 Simulations

The programs used to do the estimations are not usable to test parameter com-
binations for the OCcache. Only the register transfer level simulator was can be
used to measure the influence of the OCcache. As a start the parameters of the
OCcache was chosen to be similar to the parameters of the first-level caches in
the SaarCOR architecture: a standard 4-way set-associative on-chip cache with a
size of 64 KB. This results already in more than 80% cache hit-ratio, so no further
research for the parameters of the OCcache was performed.

Table 7 shows the simulation results for specific hot-spot frames for the one-stage
algorithm and the two-stage algorithm. The rightmost columns show the results of
a simulation with unlimited Card-RAM where the entire scene was stored on the
card and no virtual memory was used. Since the SaarCOR architecture contains
several independent threads running in parallel some small, non-obvious varia-
tions can be seen in the results due to scheduling issues (e. g. pQuake3-nlnt, frame
1046).

The pQuake3 scene suffers only slightly from 131 frames per second (FPS) to 126
FPS (ca. 4% difference) in the no-light case for frame 150 compared with the no-
VM case. And it is up to par in all other cases. There is no significant difference
in the frame rate between the one stage VMA algorithm and the two-stage VMA
algorithm. The bandwidth needed between the Card-RAM and the SaarCOR chip
increases slightly, but is still far away from the limits of the simulated 133 MHz
SDRAM.

The worst performance can be seen as expected from the Cruiser scene. Compar-
ing the two-stage algorithm with the no-VM case in frame 142 shows a perfor-
mance difference of upto 54% (from 37 FPS down to 17 FPS). In this frame the
VMA needs to transfer the worst case amount – of this measurement – of 4.11 MB
of memory from the PC-RAM to the Card-RAM. Due to memory transfer between
the Card-RAM and the OCcache the memory transfered between the Card-RAM
and the SaarCOR chip increases from 37.4 MB to 52.7 MB (ca. 41%). This is
acceptable, since the Cruiser was designed to serve as the worst-case scene.

The other scenes show a good performance similar to the pQuake3 scene.

The results clearly show, that for most scenes the rendering performance is hardly
influenced by VMA. The goal of not slowing down the ray tracing chip too much
is achieved. This is even true for the two-stage algorithm.

It also shows, that even a bus as slow as a standard PCI-bus does not limit the
performance even for worst-case scenes as the Cruiser scene. This was confirmed
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by simulations with a faster PCI-bus (64 bit, 66 MHz) which did not showed much
better results.

Cache variant: one-stage algorithm two-stage algorithm no VM
Scene, Frame FPS PCI Mem FPS PCI Mem FPS Mem

pQuake3-nlnt, 150 131 0.04 0.9 131 0.04 1.1 131 0.8
pQuake3-nlnt, 556 170 0.02 0.4 170 0.02 0.4 171 0.3
pQuake3-nlnt, 1046 130 0.01 0.2 130 0.01 0.2 130 0.2
Conference-nl, a 90 0.27 7.0 85 0.30 9.4 95 6.7
Conference-nl, b 82 0.41 7.5 77 0.43 10.0 86 7.0
Sodahall, a 117 0.03 1.0 116 0.03 1.3 117 1.0
Sodahall, b 183 0.01 0.4 183 0.01 0.5 184 0.4
Sodahall, c 129 0.01 0.5 128 0.01 0.6 129 0.5
pQuake3-nt, 150 81 0.04 1.3 81 0.04 1.6 82 1.3
pQuake3-nt, 556 90 0.02 0.5 90 0.02 0.5 90 0.4
pQuake3-nt, 1046 80 0.01 0.2 80 0.01 0.3 80 0.2
Conference, a 31 0.78 19.1 30 0.91 25.2 33 18.1
Conference, b 27 1.24 25.3 25 1.29 33.8 28 23.7
Conference-8l, a 11 1.15 30.7 11 1.15 40.9 11 29.3
Conference-8l, b 11 1.51 31.4 11 1.72 41.8 12 29.5
pQuake3-nl, 150 126 0.48 7.0 126 0.43 7.9 131 6.8
pQuake3-nl, 556 170 0.10 2.5 170 0.18 2.9 171 2.4
pQuake3-nl, 1046 130 0.20 3.1 130 0.13 3.4 130 2.9
pQuake3, 150 80 0.53 6.7 80 0.44 7.4 81 6.1
pQuake3, 556 90 0.10 2.6 90 0.21 3.1 90 2.5
pQuake3, 1046 79 0.20 3.1 79 0.13 3.5 79 2.9
Cruiser, 142 25 4.05 43.5 17 4.11 52.7 37 37.4
Cruiser, 500 44 0.99 21.4 37 0.97 25.7 53 19.7
Cruiser, 1625 3 3.09 350.0 3 3.86 404.6 4 337.0
Cruiser, 2080 17 1.72 52.5 15 1.80 61.7 23 50.1

Table 7: Simulation results of the largest hot-spots in each benchmark. The
achievable frame-rate as well as the amount of memory transfered over the PCI-
bus and between SaarCOR and the on-board memory are listed. All memory
transfers are measured in MB per frame. All measurements are performed with a
SaarCOR-chip as explained in the beginning of this section. The on-board mem-
ory for the one-stage and the two-stage variants was 8 MB for all pQuake3 scenes
and the Sodahall. For the conference 32 MB and for the cruiser scene 64 MB were
used.
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7 Security issues

The VMA allows complete access to the main memory of the computer. Assuming
non-malicious intentions of the manufacturer of the add-on card which uses the
VMA, a malicious user may still be able to use the VMA to sniff sensitive data in
the main memory of the computer and write it into the framebuffer or encode it
into a water-mark in the rendered picture.

To prevent the use of the real-time ray tracer to sniff passwords or sensitive infor-
mation in the main memory of the computer by a malicious user/programmer, the
device driver has to carefully validate references to memory regions.

Shader programs for freely programmable shading-CPU’s – which a real-time ray
tracing graphic card will have – are a security risk too. A shader program may
read any memory region of the main memory of the computer and write sensitive
contents into the framebuffer. One solution to this problem would be to limit the
memory access of a shader program to predefined memory regions. This could
be done by enhancing the VMA with anAccess Control List(ACL) like security
feature, which stops the chip and raises an interrupt in case an access violation
occurs, but the speed and resource impact of such a solution was not simulated
for this thesis. Another solution would be to design the memory access part of the
shader instruction set in a way, only predefined memory regions can be accessed
(e. g. a memory load instruction with a basis address which is fixed at compile
time and a run-time modifiable offset to cover a limited range of memory). With
both solutions the device driver could make sure, that any covered memory region
does not contain any sensitive information.

Since the VMA needs to access the physical memory of the computer, the software
has to disable the VMM subsystem of the OS for those parts of the main memory,
which may be used by the VMA. Typically a security aware OS does not allow
an ordinary user to disable the VMM subsystem for parts of the available RAM
for various reasons. Only an user with special privileges (root or Administrator)
is allowed to disable the VMM subsystem.

On POSIX compliant operating systems the syscallmlock() is used in an appli-
cation to disable the VMM on a given range of the memory. As running every
application which uses the real-time ray tracing chip with special privileges de-
feats the purpose of a multi-user system, the application should not manage the
memory on its own with mlock(), the device driver should manage it with an
mlock()-like in-kernel implementation instead. This way the application does not
need the access rights of the superuser but is still able to use the main memory of
the computer with the VMA of the real-time ray tracing chip.
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As this may allow an ordinary user to disable the VMM of the operating system
by using a specially designed scene – which would result in anDenial of Ser-
vice Attack(DoS) like situation – the device driver has to enforce an upper limit
of memory parts which can be used. This limit should be changeable by the su-
peruser and depend on the amount of physically installed RAM. This prevents a
situation, where the removal of memory results in the possibility of a DoS because
the superuser forgot to adjust the upper limit.
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8 Conclusion

This thesis shows, that a fully automated mechanism for scene-management can
be implemented for ray tracing based graphic cards. The virtual memory architec-
ture is efficient (as defined in section 2) and simple to implement, for most scenes
the rendering performance is hardly influenced by VMA. It allows to render scenes
that are much larger than the available on-board memory and invalidates the com-
mon assumption that ray tracing is impractical in hardware because it would need
to store the entire scene in local memory.

The VMA is transparent to the ray tracer and the application, giving the illusion
of a large on-board memory storing the entire scene data. The bandwidth require-
ments for loading scene data from the PC-RAM are low, such that even a standard
PCI-bus is sufficient for all benchmark scenes used.

The VMA completely removes the necessity of applications to explicitly manage
the on-board memory of the graphic subsystem, which has become a major con-
cern with current rasterization technology [10]. This approach provides the same
positive effects for ray tracing as the VMM in operating systems. It is unclear
how those results could be applied to rasterization hardware, since it usually has
insufficient information about the entire scene.

Further the VMA is not specially designed to only work with a ray tracing core,
it has some tunables which allow to adapt it to other computation algorithms by
performing some easy measurements.
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One of the first things one can think of as future work is building SaarCOR with
the VMA and write a driver for it.

Another possibility is to allow an application to control the operation of the VMA,
e. g. add the possibility to do a data-prefetch.

Since an application may want to replace some objects with a low polygon count
with objects with a high polygon count, e. g. to display more details of a specific
object if the view point is near this object, an application needs to be able to
invalidate cached memory regions.

As the maximum size of a scene is limited by the amount of main memory a
PC is equipped with, adding a notification mechanism to the VMA may allow an
application to exceed this limit by removing not needed data from the memory
and loading additional data from the hard-disk in case of a notification.

This thesis did not explore every possibility to improve the efficiency of the VMA.
One possibility would be to measure how separate OCcache’s for every functional
unit and its corresponding data structures of SaarCOR (see Fig. 1 on page 7:RGS,
Traversal, List, Intersection) change the performance of the VMA compared to
the unified OCcache.

Another possibility to improve the efficiency would be to prioritize memory ac-
cesses depending on the type of functional unit which wants to access the memory.
The prioritization should be programmable to adapt to a specific scene.

Since the impact of various parameters for the OCcache was not investigated,
simulating the influence of the parameters – like the number of ways or the cache
size – on the performance of the VMA may lead to parameters which improve the
performance a little bit. But as the performance difference between the one-stage
algorithm and the two-stage algorithm is not very large, further research is better
spend on the other topics presented in this section.
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